
  

Siemens with aCool Cashback Promotion 

Terms and Conditions - Consumer 

01.08.2023 – 30.11.2023 

1. The Promotion is the offer by the Promoter of up to £1000 Cashback (“the Gift”) to purchasers if they purchase 
Siemens kitchen appliances including a Siemens oven as detailed below. These appliances must be 
purchased as part of an overall kitchen purchase from participating retailers including the kitchen furniture 
(with a minimum of 5 cabinets). 
 
£200 cashback will be offered with a purchase of 3 qualifying Siemens kitchen appliances including an oven. 
£350 cashback will be offered with a purchase of 4 qualifying Siemens kitchen appliances including an oven. 
£500 cashback will be offered with a purchase of 5 qualifying Siemens kitchen appliances including an oven. 
£700 cashback will be offered with a purchase of 6 qualifying Siemens kitchen appliances including an oven. 
£1,000 cashback will be offered with a purchase of 7 qualifying Siemens kitchen appliances including an 
oven. 
 
 

2. An additional £500 cashback will be awarded with the purchase of a Siemens venting hob or Siemens 
GlassDraft Hood (as detailed in table B below) alongside this promotion.  An additional £500 cashback will 
be awarded with the purchase of a Siemens aCool appliance (as detailed in table C below). 
 

3. To qualify as a kitchen purchase for this cashback Promotion, a minimum of five kitchen cabinets must be 
included within the purchase.  
 

4. The kitchen furniture and appliances must be purchased from the same Retailer as part of a kitchen design 
(participating retailers only).  
 

5. This Promotion applies to purchases between 1st August 2023 and 30th November 2023 and for which the 
Promoter has received a completed and valid claim before midnight on 31st May 2024.  
 

6. This is a consumer only Promotion. For the avoidance of doubt, retailers will not be able to claim the Gift on 
behalf of the consumer.  
 

7. Purchasers will be able to choose their Gift during the redemption process and the Gift will be in the form of 
either: 
 

a. A BACS Transfer (only available for online claims) or  
b. Cheque which will be delivered to the address provided on the claim form   

 

8. In order to qualify for the Cashback of £200, a minimum of THREE qualifying Siemens large domestic 

appliances listed below (ovens, hobs, cooker hoods, dishwashers, laundry and refrigeration) must be purchased 

as part of a kitchen and from the same Retailer they have purchased the kitchen furniture from (must be from 
a participating retailers only). Each cashback claim must include a Siemens oven, A maximum of 7 eligible 
appliances can be claimed for as part of one claim providing they were included within the same kitchen 
purchase. Accessories (including warming drawers) are not included.   
 
Table A: 

 

 

Ovens

Coffee Centre

Hobs

Hoods

Siemens range

HM778GMB1B,  HB778G3B1B, HM776G1B1B, HR776G1B1B, HB776G1B1B, HB772G1B1B, HR578G5S6B, HB578G5S6B, HB578A0S6B, 

HS758G3B1B, HM656GNS6B, HS736G1B1B, HB736G1B1B, HB732G1B1B, HB535A0S0B, MB578G5S6B, MB557G5S0B, MB535A0S0B, 

NB535ABS0B, CS958GDD1, CS956GCB1, CM778GNB1B, CM776G1B1B, CM736G1B1B, CM724G1B1B, CM585AGS0B, CE732GXB1B, 

BF722L1B1B, BF555LMS0B, BF525LMS0B, HN978GQB1B, HB978GNB1B, HM976GMB1B, HR976GMB1B, HB976GMB1B, HB974GLB1B, 

HR478GCB6B, HB478GCB6B, HS958KDB1, HS958GED1B, HS956GCB1B, HB458GCB6B, CS958GDD1, CS956GCB1, CN878G4B6B, 

CM978GNB1B, CM878G4B6B, CM976GMB1B, CM924G1B1B, CP465AGB0B, BF922L1B1B, BF922R1B1B,

CT718L1B0, CT918L1D0,

EX975KXW1E, EX875KYW1E, EX675JYW1E, EX975LVV1E, EX675LXV1E, EX275FXB1E, EX879FVC1E, EX851FVC1E, EX651FEC1E, 

ED851FWB5E, ED651FSB5E, EH801FVB1E, EH601FEB1E, EH845FVB1E, EH645FEB1E, EU631FEB1E, EU611BEB1E, EU631BEF1B, 

EU61RAGA5B, ET81RBHA1D, ET61RBEA1E, ET61RCEA1E, ER9A6SB70, EP9A6SB90, EP7A6QB90, EP6A6HB20, EC9A5SB90, EC7A5RB90, 

EC6A5HC90, EC6A5PB90, EG7B5QB90, EB6B5PB60, ET475FYB1E, EX375FXB1E, ER3A6AD70, ER3A6AB70, ER3A6BD70, ER3A6BB70, 

EZ977KZY1E, EX977KXX5E, EX878LYV5E, EX977NXV6E, EX877NYV6E, EX677NYV6E,

LR96CAQ50B, LR97CAQ50B, LR97CAP21B, LF91BUV50B, LF97GBM50B, LC91KWW60B, LC87KHM60B, LC67KHM60B, LC91BUV50B, 

LC97BHM50B, LC77BHM50B, LC67BHM50B, LC94BBC50B, LC64BBC50B, LC97AFM50B, LC67AFM50B, LC97QFM50B, LC67QFM50B, 

LC94PBC50B, LC64PBC50B, LJ97BAM60B, LJ67BAM60B, LI97SA561B, LI94MA531B, LI64MA531B, LE66MAC00B, LE63MAC00B, LB79585MGB, 

LB78574GB, LB57574GB, LB75565GB, LB55565GB, LB53NAA30B, LR29CQS25B, LR99CQS25B, LR97CBS25B, LC97FVW62S, LC91KWW62S, 



  

 

9. If a Siemens Venting Hob or Siemens Glass Draft Hood (participating models listed below in Table B) is 
purchased as ONE of the current Siemens appliances then an additional £500 will be awarded. If a 
Siemens aCool appliance (listed below in Table C) is purchased as ONE of the current Siemens appliances 
then an additional £500 will be awarded. The total cashback value that can be awarded for a qualifying 
SEVEN current Siemens appliances, including a Siemens oven, Siemens Venting Hob or GlassDraft hood 
and a Siemens aCool appliance is £2,000. 
 

Table B: 

 

Table C: 

 
 

10. Purchases of graded, seconds, replacements and imperfect products and trade/contract sales are excluded 
from the Promotion. 
 

11. Only one claim per household is permitted.  Please note, claims from employees, relatives of traders and 
traders themselves are prohibited from participating in this Promotion.  Multiple purchases of the same 
appliances are prohibited. 
 

12. Claimants cannot claim in conjunction with another offer. 
 

13. How to Claim  
 

a. In order to claim the Gift, claimants must fully complete the online claim form (including full Receipt, 
a photograph of the appliances’ ENR number and full address). The online claim form is available 
via www.kitchenrewards.co.uk/cash23S  A claim form can also be downloaded via 

https://www.siemens-home.bsh-group.com/uk/cashback-promotionand submitted by post to 

‘Siemens Cashback Promotion’, Marketing Lounge Partnership, The Cow Shed, Walnut Tree Farm, 
Lower Stretton, Cheshire, WA4 4PG  

b. Claims must be received by the promoter no later than midnight on the 31st May 2024 and the 
Promotor will not accept any claims received subsequently.  

c. If an ENR number cannot be provided at the time of the claim because the appliance has not be 
delivered prior to the 31st May 2024, please state when the delivery is expected and complete the 
claim after delivery has taken place and before 31st July 2024.  

d. A copy of original purchase receipts must be provided for claim forms. For the avoidance of doubt, 
copies of deposit receipts and/or order confirmations will not be accepted.  
 

14. Claims are posted and at Claimants risk and proof of sending is not proof of receipt.  
 

15. The Promoter reserves the right to investigate and undertake all such action, as is reasonable, to protect 
itself against fraudulent or invalid claims including, without limitation, to require Claimants to provide further 
verification as to proof of purchase. In addition, the Promoter reserves the right to reject those claims which 
are, in their sole opinion, fraudulent or invalid.  
 

16. Claimants should allow 30 days for confirmation of claim approval from the date of the Promoter’s receipt of the 
Claim Form and copy of the purchase receipt.  Claimants should allow up to 3 weeks for dispatch of the Cheque 
and 28 days for the release of the Bank Transfer funds, from the date of the Promoter’s confirmation of claim 
approval. 
 

Dishwasher

Cooling

Laundry

SN87YX03CE, SN85TX00CE, SN95ZX61CG, SN85EX69CG, SX93HX60CG, SN93HX60CG, SN73HX42VG, SN61HX02AG, SN61IX12TG, 

SR93EX20MG, SN87Y801BE, SX87Y801BE,

KU20WVHF0G, KU21WAHG0G, KF96RSBEA, KF96NAXEAG, KF96NVPEAG, KA93DVIFPG, KA93IVIFPG, KA93NVIFP, KI86NADF0, KI86NHFE0, 

KI86NVFE0G, KI86NVSE0G, KI86NNFF0, KI86NNSF0, KI85NNFF0G, KI87SAFE0G, KI86SAFE0G, KI86VVFE0G, KI87VVFE0G, KI87VVSE0G, 

KI87VNSF0G, KI81RADE0G, KI81RAFE0G, KI82LAFF0, KI81RVSF0G, GI81NHCE0G, GI81NAEF0G, KI51RADF0, KI41R2FE1, KI21RVFE0, 

KI21RNSE0, GI21VAFE0, GI11VAFE0, KU15LAFF0G, KU15RAFF0G, GU21NVFE0G, KI86NHDF0, KI81FHOD0, KI81FHDD0, KI81RSOE0, 

KI82LSOE0, GI81NHNE0

WI14W502GB, WI14W302GB, WK14D543GB, WK14D542GB, WK14D322GB,

Venting Hobs

Glassdraft Air 

Hoods

ED851FQ15E, ED711FQ15E, EH811BE15E, EH611BE15E, EX877NX68E, EX807NX68E, 

LD98WMM60B, LD98WMM66, LD88WMM66B

aCool CI18WP03, CI24WP03, CI36TP03, CI30BP02, CI24RP02, FI24NP33, CI30RP02, FI30NP33, 

http://www.kitchenrewards.co.uk/cash23S
https://www.siemens-home.bsh-group.com/uk/cashback-promotion


  

17. The Claimant will provide the correct bank account details. In the event that payment is made to an incorrect 
bank account due to the Claimants submission of incorrect bank account details, the Promotor shall have no 
responsibility and these funds will not be retrieved.  
 

18. All claim forms and copy purchase receipts, once received by the Promoter, will become its property and will 
not be returned to Claimants. 
 

19. By submitting a claim, Claimants agree to be bound by these terms and conditions.  
 

20. In the unlikely event that a claimant is unhappy with their Siemens appliance and wishes to return it for a full 
refund, such refund is conditional upon the return of the Gift i.e. the cashback. 
 

21. The Promoter reserves the right to withdraw, extend or amend the terms of this Promotion at any time due 
to circumstances beyond its control.  
 

22. All correspondence should be sent to ‘Siemens Cashback Promotion’ Marketing Lounge Partnership of The 
Cow Shed, Walnut Tree Farm, Lower Stretton, Cheshire, WA4 4PG or through 

kitchenrewards.co.uk/cash23S or call 01565 656 978639.  
 

23. The Promotion is open to residents of the United Kingdom and the Isle of Man only, excluding employees of 
the Promoter. 
 

24. The Promotion shall be governed by the laws of England and Wales. 
 

25. The Promoter is Siemens Home Appliances, a division of BSH Home Appliances Limited, a company 
registered in England and Wales under company registration no. 01844007, whose registered office is at 
Grand Union House, Old Wolverton Road, Wolverton, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, MK12 5PT, UK.  
 

26. This Promotion is carried out and facilitated by the Marketing Lounge Partnership on behalf of the 

Promoter.  
 

27. The Data Controller and Data Processor (as defined in the UK General Data Protection Regulations) is the 

Marketing Lounge Partnership of The Cow Shed, Walnut Tree Farm, Lower Stretton, Cheshire, WA4 4PG. 

The privacy policy for the Marketing Lounge Partnership can be found at www.kitchenrewards.co.uk/privacy  
 

 

http://www.kitchenrewards.co.uk/privacy

